31st Conference and 30th General Assembly of COPEAM
(Naples, 19 April 2024)

NEWS EXCHANGE COMMISSION

13 March 2024
3:00 pm – 4:30 pm
(Rome time – Zoom platform)

AGENDA

1. INTRODUCTION
   ▪ Presentation of the meeting agenda by the Commission’s President, Mrs Asún Gómez Bueno (RTVE/Spain)

2. ERNM EXCHANGE REPORT
   ▪ 2023-2024 statistics
   ▪ General assessment of the exchange

3. ERNM COORDINATION:
   ▪ Updates concerning the central coordination

4. ERN-MED PRIZE
     Reflection on the initiative’s preservation

5. OPPORTUNITIES FOR FEEDING THE EXCHANGE
   ▪ Members’ mobilization and motivation
     (subject to the central coordination)

6. NEW PRESIDENCY OF THE COMMISSION
   ▪ Election of the new Presidency during COPEAM GA in Naples (19/04/2024)

7. OTHERS
   ▪ Interventions by EBU and ASBU representatives (assessment of the exchange with the ERNM, other issues)
   ▪ Next meeting of the ERN-Med coordinators (date and place to be determined)

***